GE Healthcare

Silhouette VR
Analog X-ray system

Value. Simplicity.

Silhouette VR.
The Silhouette VR radiographic system from GE Healthcare
delivers maximum performance and productivity in a compact,
easy-to-use package.

Standard configuration:

This fully integrated system offers intuitive controls with
advanced applications for maximum performance – all in a
space-saving design backed by the best service in the industry.

• Anatomical Programming (APR)

• Three-phase, high-frequency 32 kW
generator (optional 50 kW)

• Dual, 0.6 mm and 1.2 mm focal spots
• Tube stand integrated with table

Designed for ease. Designed for you.
GE designed the Silhouette VR based on technologists’ input
to make it better than ever. This sleek system is easy to use,
which helps boost productivity and enhance throughput in
your facility. With an automatic bucky-tray coupling between
on- and off-table applications, it helps minimize operator
intervention to smooth workflow.

• Manual collimator
• Four-way floating table top
Options and accessories:
• Automatic Exposure Control (AEC)
• Wall stand

Designed with a user-friendly console, the Silhouette VR
improves throughput over a full range of on- and off-table
applications, while the pedestal-style table with a four-way
floating top speeds positioning.

• 100 cm grid for wall stand

Functional and flexible in any space.
The freestanding Silhouette VR is compact to save space
in your facility. With a three-phase generator neatly tucked
under the table, it offers a small footprint to fit in any exam
room. A fully counterbalanced tube stand rotates 180 degrees
for superior flexibility and head-to-toe coverage for most
patients. It also allows anatomical programming (APR) by
morphology, view and body region.

• Patient support band

Easy front-cover access to the generator speeds service calls,
and the state-of-the-art generator is both microprocessorcontrolled and self-calibrating to reduce maintenance.

Space-saving generator
integrated into table.

Silhouette VR table
and tube stand.

Rotation of tube stand.

• Hand grips
• Lateral cassette holder

Get the details today
For details and complete specifications,
please contact your GE Representative today.
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Healthcare Re-imagined
GE is dedicated to helping you transform healthcare delivery
by driving critical breakthroughs in biology and technology.
Our expertise in medical imaging and information technologies,
medical diagnostics, patient monitoring systems, drug discovery,
and biopharmaceutical manufacturing technologies is enabling
healthcare professionals around the world to discover new ways
to predict, diagnose and treat disease earlier. We call this model of
care “Early Health.” The goal: to help clinicians detect disease earlier,
access more information and intervene earlier with more targeted
treatments, so they can help their patients live their lives to the fullest.
Re-think, Re-discover, Re-invent, Re-imagine.
GE Healthcare
3000 North Grandview
Waukesha, WI 53188
U.S.A.
www.gehealthcare.com
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